
Oil & NATURAL GAS COMMISSION
(B.O.'.) K RMACHARI SANGH TA
Reg. No. (By - II - 8268) Tel. : 26599775

Krishna Kunj No.2, C-Wing, Flat No. 304, Tambe Nagar, Mulund (W), Mumbai - 400 080.

DATE: 9\07\10

\..{"'t! I To,
~ V. ED - HRO

~ ONGC - WOU
~ NSE Plaza, BKC,

Bandra (E),
Mumbai 400051

We had been pursuing with you and with the head medical service more than a

year now for appointing three full time Doctors for Homeopathy treatment as we

have been receiving requests from all our office installation including Uran Plant

and Hazira.

Recalling that till two years back we had two full time ONGC Doctors for

Homeopathy treatment namely Dr. Sahani and Dr. Bela Choudhary, records do

reflect that both the Doctors were always overloaded, presently i.e. till 30th June

2010. We had one par timer, namely Dr. Ashwini Devdhar, she was required to

attend three office installations like Vasudhara Bhavan, NSE complex and 11

high, she normally had to continue beyond her schedule timings attending over

crowded patients, when Uran and Panvel were kept starving.

We understand even after putting up the request of employees all over Mumbai,

our recruitment section is once again going ahead with recruitment of a par timer

for Homeopathy treatment. Today it need not be debated that Homeopathy has

already gained wide and large acknowledgement without dissuading patients

from allopath treatment. Such recruitment will only put our employees in a

discomfortable situation.



It is earnestly requested looking into the records and giVing access to Uran,

Hazira and Panvel to Homeopathy treatment three full time Homeopathy Doctors

be appointed not only giving wider coverage, the primary purpose is to

encourage a stronger commitment from Doctors.

With regards,

Thanking you,qfaithfully,

(pr~e:::t;ekar)
General Secretary

Copy to:

, ./ ~. Director (Offshore), Vasudhara Bhavan, for information please.

\~"-'"~_1/2. GM - Head Medical Services, ONGC, WOU, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E),

~ ./), \) 3. CM - (HR) IR, NSE Plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
~ll~\ I?


